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Based on concentration probability of estimators about a true parameter, third-
order asymptotic efficiency of the first-order bias-adjusted MLE within the class of
first-order bias-adjusted estimators has been well established in a variety of
probability models. In this paper we consider the class of second-order bias-
adjusted Fisher consistent estimators of a structural parameter vector on the basis
of an i.i.d. sample drawn from a curved exponential-type distribution, and study the
asymptotic concentration probability, about a true parameter vector, of these
estimators up to the fifth-order. In particular, (i) we show that third-order efficient
estimators are always fourth-order efficient; (ii) a necessary and sufficient condition
for fifth-order efficiency is provided; and finally (iii) the MLE is shown to be
fifth-order efficient.  1998 Academic Press
AMS 1991 subject classifications: 62F12.
Key words and phrases: bias-adjustment; curved exponential distributions;
Edgeworth expansion; maximum likelihood estimator; Fisher-consistency.
1. INTRODUCTION
In the recently published book by J. K. Ghosh (1994), he mentions, in
Section 6.10 located after description of third-order (asymptotic) efficiency,
that Where do we go from here: Given that first-order efficiency implies
second-order efficiency, it is natural to conjecture that third-order efficiency
implies fourth-order efficiency. The proof of that must be very messy. One
may also ask if anything like third-order efficiency holds for % when we go
the fifth-order. Ghosh and Sinha (1982) show with a counterexample that this
is not possible.
With fairly simple proofs, this paper gives an affirmative answer to the
conjecture above and establishes the fifth-order efficiency of the MLE,
under a slightly different bias-adjustment.
Let (X, A, P%) be a complete and separable probability space for each
% # 0% , where 0% , an open domain of R p, is a parameter space of %. Let x
be a p-dimensional random vector (X  R p, A-measurable) with a
continuous exponential-type distribution:
exp(%$x&(%)) +(dx), (1.1)
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where +( } ) is a carrier measure on R p (see, e.g., Amari, 1985, Section 4.1)
and the prime $ denotes the transpose of a vector or a matrix. The
real-valued function, (%), on 0% is defined as
(%)=log |
Rp
exp(%$x) +(dx).
Assume that the parameter p-vector % is a function of a more basic
parameter q-vector u ( p>q), i.e.,
%=%(u) (1.2)
is a function from 0, an open domain of Rq, to 0% (/R p). The family of
the distributions (1.1) with the structure %=%(u) is said to be of curved
exponential-type.
Let x1 , ..., xn be identically and independently distributed (i.i.d.) random
p-vectors defined on the probability space (Xn, An, Pn%), each of which is
distributed according to (1.1) with the structure (1.2). In this paper, we
shall study asymptotic properties of estimators for the unknown parameter
vector u on the basis of the random sample x1 , ..., xn .
The likelihood function L(u), defined on 0, is written as
L(u)= ‘
n
j=1
exp(%(u)$ xj&.(%(u)))=exp[n(%(u)$ x &(%(u)))],
where x =(1n) nj=1 xj . Note that x is a sufficient statistic for % (and hence
for u). The maximum likelihood estimator (MLE), u^=u^(x ), is defined as
a solution to the maximization problem:
max
u # 0
L(u). (1.3)
Some assumptions on the MLE will be stated later.
Let g( } ) be a function from R p to Rq, smooth in a neighborhood of an
arbitrarily fixed ’(u)(=E[x]) (see (3.3)). The function g(x ) is said to be
a Fisher consistent estimator if and only if g(’(u))=u for all possible u # 0.
The property excludes Hodges’ pathological example (see Le Cam, 1953).
Let g0(x ) and g(x ) be Fisher consistent estimators of u, and let g0*(x )
and g*(x ) be corresponding bias-adjusted estimators which have the same
asymptotic bias up to a suitable order. Consider the following statement:
For a positive integer k,
P%(u)[- n(g*(x )&u) # C]
P%(u)[- n(g0*(x )&u) # C]+o(n&(k&1)2), (1.4)
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where P%(u) denotes the probability w.r.t. (1.1) with (1.2) and C is any Borel
convex set of Rq symmetric about the origin. The statement (1.4) asserts
that the estimator g0*(x ) is more concentrated about the true parameter u
than g*(x ) up to the order o(n&(k&1)2). If g0*(x ) satisfies the relation (1.4)
for any Fisher consistent estimator g*(x ) at k=1, the estimator g0(x )
is said to be first-order (asymptotically) efficient. A first-order efficient
estimator g0(x ) is said to be second-order efficient iff (1.4) holds true at
k=2 for any first-order efficient estimator g(x ); in general, (K&1)th-order
efficient estimator g0(x ) is said to be K th-order efficient iff (1.4) holds true
at k=K for any (K&1)th-order efficient estimator g(x ) (see, e.g., Akahira
and Takeuchi, 1981, p. 8; Amari, 1985, p. 130).
The purpose of this paper is to give an almost complete answer to some
natural questions on the fourth- and fifth-order efficiency of the MLE. We
show that under a certain second-order bias-adjustment, the fourth-order
term of the concentration probability, which is of order O(1(n - n)), of
third-order efficient estimators does not depend on the estimators, that
is, third-order efficiency automatically implies fourth-order efficiency. The
consequence corresponds to the impressive result, proved by Pfanzagl
(1976), that first-order efficiency implies second-order efficiency. Next, a
necessary and sufficient condition for fifth-order efficiency is given, and we
apply the condition to establish the fifth-order efficiency of the MLE.
Technically, the following two things are new: (i) It is seen that an
alternative bias-adjustment factor must be employed, otherwise Ghosh and
Sinha’s (1982) counterexample to the fifth-order efficiency of the MLE is
alive; (ii) partial differential equations (PDE) are derived to evaluate
characteristic functions. The method of evaluation through the PDE is new
and successfully reduces the computation, and even though the method is
applied to prove the third-order efficiency, it is new. Rather than emphasiz-
ing the novelty of these techniques, we hope that one will develop these
technical tools to establish so-called absolute asymptotic efficiency, i.e., the
MLE is asymptotically efficient at any order, a conjecture by Rao, Sinha
and Subramanyam (1982, Remark 3.1).
An overview of the paper is as follows: Section 2 briefly reviews the
asymptotic efficiency, and Section 3 gives notation used throughout
the paper. Main results are stated in Section 4. An outline of the proofs of
the main results is described in Section 5; some technical details are presented
in Appendix.
2. BRIEF HISTORICAL REVIEW
The notion of (asymptotic) efficiency in estimation problem was first
discussed by Fisher (1925). The first-order efficiency of the MLE in the
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sense of (1.4) was proved by Rao (1962), Bahadur (1964) and Kaufman
(1966) for the case where a general density function w.r.t. the Lebesgue
measure is permitted. Several refinements of the first-order efficiency have
been made by Hajek (1970), Inagaki (1970), and Pfanzagl (1973a) among
others.
The second-order efficiency of the MLE was proved by Pfanzagl
(1973b); and then, as noted in Introduction, he established that first-order
efficiency implies second-order efficiency under bias-adjustments (see
Pfanzagl, 1976). Extensions to the multi-parameter case or to not i.i.d.
cases were made by Akahira (1975), Akhira and Takeuchi (1976), Hosoya
(1979) and Taniguchi (1983) among others. Yoshida (1992, 1993) recently
made an attempt to establish second-order efficiency in diffusion processes.
The third-order efficiency of the MLE was shown by Takeuchi and
Akahira (1978), Pfanzagl and Wefelmeyer (1978) and Ghosh, Sinha
and Wieand (1980). Extensions to more complicated models were made by
Takeuchi and Morimune (1985) and Taniguchi (1986, 1987). Thorough
theory of asymptotic efficiency up to the third-order in estimation problems
is described by the well-written text books by Akahira and Takeuchi
(1981), Pfanzagl (1985), Taniguchi (1991), and Ghosh (1994). In the
discussion of second- or third-order optimality in estimation, the main
ideas are bias-adjustments and Edgeworth expansions.
There are more tractable but somewhat indirect criteria of asymptotic
efficiency such as the quadratic loss and loss of information. Plenty of
research on second- or third-order efficiency based on these criteria have
been done by many authors including Rao (1961, 1963), Ghosh and
Subramanyam (1974), Efron (1975), Eguchi (1983), and Amari (1985).
Efron (1975) and Hosoya (1990) have pointed out a certain equivalence
between these criteria.
There is little work on studying properties of n&3 terms of loss functions,
see Efron (1975), Rao, Sinha and Subramanyam (1982), and Ghosh and
Sinha (1982). Note that the evaluation of n&3 terms of loss functions
corresponds to that of n&2 terms of concentration probability. Kano
(1997) recently proved that the MLE minimizes the n&3 terms of an expan-
sion of the quadratic loss of Fisher consistent estimators. No work on over
third-order efficiency on the basis of concentration probability has been yet
made; the present work is the first attempt in this direction
3. NOTATION
Let x=[x1 , ..., xp]$, and let A(x)=[aij (x)] be an a1_a2 -matrix valued
smooth function. Put A(x)xk=[aij (x)xk]. Define dA(x)dx$=
(ddx$) A(x)=[A(x)x1 , ..., A(x)xp], and (ddx) A(x)=((ddx$) A(X$)$.
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The higher-order (matrix) derivatives are defined inductively by (ddx$)(k)
=ddx$(ddx$)(k&1) with (ddx$)(1)=ddx$. For such matrix derivatives,
see, e.g., Bentler and Lee (1978), Magnus and Neudecker (1985, 1988), and
Kano (1997, 1993). Let us simply write A(k)= A } } } A
k-fold
, k-fold right
Kronecker (tensor) product of the same matrix A. Define A(0) =1. The
symmetric tensor for the Kronecker product of p-vectors a1 , ..., ak is
denoted by Np(k) , which operators as
Np(k)(a1  } } } ak)=: (a_(1)  } } } a_(k))k !,
where the summation runs over all permutations (_(1), ..., _(k)) of (1, ..., k).
See, e.g., Sternberg (1964, Section 1.3) for the symmetric tensor. Let g(x) be
an Rq-valued smooth function defined on a neighborhood of x0 # R p. The
Taylor series of g(x) about x0 is expressible in the form:
g(x)= :

k=0
Gk
k !
(x&x0)(k) with Gk=\ ddx$+
(k)
g(x)} x=x0 .
The matrix of the derivatives, Gk , has an important property:
GkNp(k)=Gk . (3.1)
Recall that x1 , ..., xn are an i.i.d. random sample distributed according to
the distribution (1.1) with (1.2). Define
9kl=9kl(%(u))=\ dd%+
(k)
\ dd%$+
(l)
(%)}%=%(u) . (3.2)
Since the cumulant generating function of the distribution is written as
log E%(u)[eis$xj]=(%(u)+is)&(%(u)), we have
E%(u)[xj]=910(%(u) (=’(u)), say), j=1, ..., n, (3.3)
where E%(u)[ } ] denotes the expectation w.r.t. the probability measure in
(1.1) with the structure (1.2). Note that
9kl=E%(u)[(xj&’(u))(k) (xj&’(u))(l)$]
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for k+l=2, 3. Put zn=- n(x &’(u)) and 9kl(n)=z(k)n z(l)n $. Then
E%(u)[9kl(n)]=9kl for k+l=2,
E%(u)[9kl(n)]=
1
- n
9kl for k+l=3;
E%(u)[940(n)]=3Np(4) 9 (2)20 +O \1n+ .
See Holmquist (1988) and Kano (1997, 1993) for more general results.
4. MAIN RESULTS
First of all, we state some assumptions. Let u0 be an arbitrarily fixed
(inner) point of 0, and let U0(/0) be a neighborhood of u0 . We denote
by Bk the k-dimensional Borel _-field.
(A1) %(u) is (Bq & 0, Bp & 0%)-measurable and smooth in u # U0 .
Denote 31=31(u)=(ddu$) %(u) for u # U0 . Recall the definitions of
9kl(%) in (3.2) and ’(u) in (3.3).
(A2) rank(31(u))=q and rank(911(%(u)))= p at u=u0 .
Remember that g(x) is an Rq-valued function from R p.
(A3) g(x) is (Bp , Bq)-measurable and smooth in a neighborhood of ’(u0),
and g(x ) is Fisher consistent, i.e., g(’(u))=u for any u # U0 .
Assumption (A3) is also said to be locally stable (see Pfanzagl and
Wefelmeyer, 1978, p. 7).
(A4) The optimization problem (1.2) has a unique solution u^(x ), say, for
any x in a neighborhood of ’(u). The MLE u^(x ) is (Bp , Bq)-measurable and
continuous at x =’(u) (u # U0).
The continuity assumption ensures (strong) consistency of u^(x ). Assump-
tions on 0 and u0 are needed to guarantee the continuity; we do not
discuss it here. See Rao (1973) and Kano (1986) for details.
It follows from (A4) that for any x in a neighborhood of ’(u0), u^(x ) is
a solution to the equation;
d
du
L(u | x )=n31(u)$ [x^&’(u)]=0. (4.1)
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The function (ddu) L(u | x ) is smooth in (x , u) in a neighborhood of
(’(u0), u0), and
&
d
du$
d
du
L(u | x )} (x , u)=(’(u0), u0)
=n31(u0) 911(%(u0)) 31(u0) (=niu0 , say) (4.2)
is positive definite in view of (A2). The continuity in (A4) ensures that
(x , u^(x )) stays in a neighborhood of (’(u0), u0) for any x close to ’(u0).
Thus, application of the implicit function theorem to (4.1) shows that u^(x )
is smooth in a neighborhood of ’(u0). Note that iu0 in (4.2) is the Fisher
information matrix.
Bias adjustments play an important role in studying higher-order
asymptotic optimality of estimators. Recall zn=- n(x &’(u)) and write
Gk=Gk(’(u))=\ ddx $+
(k)
g(x )}x =’(u) .
The function Gk(x) is defined merely on a neighborhood of ’(u0), but we
extend Gk(x) to a function defined on R p which is measurable in x and
smooth in a neighborhood of ’(u0).
The estimator g(x ) is then expanded formally as
g(x )=u+
1
- n
G2 zn+
1
2n
G2z(2)n +
1
6n - n
G3 z(3)n + } } } ,
and hence the asymptotic bias is expressible in the form:
E%(u)[g(x &u)]=
1
2n
G2920+
1
6n2
G3930+
1
8n2
G4 9 (2)20 +O \ 1n3+ .
We shall make a first-order bias adjustment (or correction) via
1
n
b1(x )=
1
2n
G2(x ) 920(%(g(x ))). (4.3)
It should be noted that the adjustment factor is slightly but essentially
different from the one employed in the literature: (12n) G29 20=
(12n) G2(’(g(x ))) 920(%(g(x )). Either of the factors can be employed to
establish the second- and third-order optimality of the MLE in other
words, the optimality does not depend on the distribution of b1(x ) but only
on its convergent point. In contrast, the distribution does influence upon
the terms which contribute to more higher-order optimality. Thus, the
choice of the bias-adjustment factor is essential.
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The first-order bias-adjusted estimator has the following second-order
asymptotic bias:
E%(u) _g(x )&u&1n b1(x )&=&
1
2n2 {\
d
dx $+
(2)
b1(x )}x =’(u)= 920
+
1
6n2
G3 930+
1
8n2
G4 9 (2)20 +O \ 1n3+
=
1
n2
b2(u)+O \ 1n3+ , say.
We make a second-order bias-adjustment by b2(G(x )) (=b2(x ), simply).
The estimator after the second-order bias-adjustment is denoted by
g*(x )=g(x )&
1
n
b1(x )&
1
n2
b2(x ). (4.4a)
In the same manner, the MLE u^(x ) is bias-adjusted up to the second-order:
Let
G k=G k(’(u))=\ ddx $+
(k)
u^(x )}x =’(u) .
Then,
u^*(x )=u^(x )&
1
n
b 1(x )&
1
n2
b 2(x ), (4.4b)
where b 1(x ) and x 2(x ) are defined as b1(x ) and b2(x ) with G k for Gk . As
a result, it holds formally
E%(u)[g*(x )&u]=O \ 1n3+ , E%(u)[u^*(x )&u]=O \
1
n3+ . (4.5)
It is known that g(x ) is first-order efficient iff G1=G 1 (=i &1u 3 $1), see,
e.g., Takeuchi and Akahira (1978), formula (2.3); under the first-order bias
adjustment, the first-order efficient estimator is always second-order
efficient (Pfanzagl, 1976), and the estimator is third-order efficient iff
G2=G 2 . Although there would not be suitable references which explicitly
state the last statement, it could be easily deduced from the literature
(see, e.g., Akahira and Takeuchi, 1981, pp. 155158). As a result, the
bias-adjusted MLE is first-, second- and third-order efficient within
the class of bias-adjusted Fisher consistent estimators.
The next theorem is the main result of this paper.
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Theorem 1. Suppose that x1 , ..., xn are i.i.d. R p-valued random vectors
defined on (Xn, An, Pn%), where P% is of continuous curved exponential-type
(1.1) with the structure %=%(u) (u # U0). Write x =(1n) nj=1 x j . Assume
(A1)(A4). Let the MLE u^(x ) be defined by (1.3) and let g(x ) be third-order
efficient; let u^*(x ) and g*(x ) be second-order bias-adjusted in (4.4). Let
C # Bq be an arbitrary convex set symmetric about the origin. Then there
exists a nonnegative quantity 22u^, g, C such that for each u # U0 ,
(i) P%(u)[- n(g*(x )&u) # C]=P%(u)[- n(u^*(x &u) # C]
&(1n2) 22u^, g, C+o(1n
2) uniformly in C and that
(ii) 22u^, g, C=0 if and only if G3=G 3 , provided that C is of positive
Lebesgue measure.
The result (i) implies that the term of order n&32 of the LHS coincides
with that of the RHS, that is, under the second-order bias-adjustment, the
terms of order n&32 of expansions of the concentration probability of
third-order efficient estimators are independent of the estimators; the terms
of all such estimators are the same as the MLE’s. As a result, we have the
following.
Corollary 1. Under the second-order bias-adjustment in (4.4), third-
order efficiency implies fourth-order efficiency.
It is seen that one can not distinguish third-order efficient estimators
via Edgeworth expansions up to the order n&32. The statement (ii) of
Theorem 1 gives a necessary and sufficient condition for fifth-order
efficiency. We apply the condition to get
Corollary 2. Under the second-order bias-adjustment in (4.4), the
MLE is fifth-order efficient.
We shall end by stating a consequence on asymptotic completeness. Let
u^**(x )=u^(x )&\1n b 1(x )+
1
n2
b 2(x )++\1n b1(x )+
1
n2
b2(x )+ , (4.6)
where bi (x ) and b i (x ) are the bias-adjustment factors for g(x ) and u^(x ),
respectively.
Theorem 2. Suppose that x1 , ..., xn are i.i.d. R p-valued random vectors
defined on (Xn, An, Pn%), where P% is of continuous curved exponential-type
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(1.1) with the structure %=%(u) (u # U0). Write x =(1n) nj=1 x j . Assume
(A1)(A4). Let the MLE u^(x ) be defined by (1.3), and let C # Bq be an
arbitrary convex set symmetric about the origin. For any Fisher consistent
third-order efficient estimator g(x ), we define u^**(x ) by (4.6). Then,
P%(u)[- n(g(x )&u) # C]
=P%(u)[- n(u^**(x )&u) # C]&
1
n2
22u^, g, C+o \ 1n2+
uniformly in C, where 22u^, g, C is defined in Theorem 1.
Theorem 2 states that for any third-order efficient estimator g(x ), there
exists a modified MLE u^**(x ) which is not inferior to g(x ) up to the order
n&2 and that u^**(x ) does have a higher concentration probability than
g(x ) when G3 {G 3 and C is of positive Lebesgue measure. The result
shows a kind of asymptotic completeness to the fourth- and fifth-order, cf.
Pfanzagl and Wefelmeyer (1978) and Akahira, Hirakawa and Takeuchi
(1988).
5. PROOFS: OUTLINE
In this section we shall describe an outline of the proofs of the theorems
given in Section 4.
The formal Edgeworth expansion of the distribution of - n(g*(x )&u) is
obtained as follows: For any fixed (u, t) # U0_Rq, expand formally the
characteristic function of - n(g~ *(x )&u) with g~ *(x ) an approximate
statistic to g*(x ) up to the order n&2 and make the inverse Fourier trans-
form of the expanded characteristic function, to get an expansion of the
density function of - n(g*(x )&u). We fix (u, t) # U0 _Rq throughout this
section.
Notice that
d
dx $
b1(x )}x =’(u) =
d
dx $
1
2
G2(x ) 920(%(g(x )))} x =’(u)
=
1
2
[G2(Ip 920)+G292131G2],
and then the approximate statistic g~ *(x ) to g*(x ) obtained by expanding
g*(x ) up to the order n&52 can be expressed in the form
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g~ *(x )=u+
1
- n
G2zn+
1
2n
G2(z(2)n &920)&
1
2n - n
G2921 31G1 zn
+
1
6n - n
G3[z(3)n &3(Ip 920) zn]+
1
n2
Pn(zn), (5.1)
where Pn(zn)=P(1)(zn)+(1- n) P(2)(zn)=Op(1) is a finite polynomial of zn .
Since xj has a continuous distribution, the distribution meets Cramer’s
condition: lim sup&s&   E%(u)[eis$(xj&’(u))]<1 by the virtue of Bhattacharya
and Denker (1990, Lemma 1.5). Therefore, the so-called formal Edgeworth
expansion of the distribution of - n(g*(x )&u) is valid up to the order
n&2 in view of Theorem 2.1 of Bhattacharya and Denker (1990) (see also
Bhattacharya and Ghosh, 1978). Accordingly, we evaluate asymptotic con-
centration probability of the approximate estimator g~ *(x ) about the true
parameter u up to the order n&52 or of the standardized form
- n(g~ *(x )&u) about the zero vector up to the order n&2, rather than that
of g*(x ) itself.
Let u~ *(x ) be the approximate estimator constituted from the MLE u^*(x )
in the same manner as g~ *(x ). By (5.1) we can express the standardized
forms of g~ *(x ) and u~ *(x ) as
- n(g~ (x )&u)=G2zn+
1
2 - n
G2(z(2)n &920)&
1
2n
G2921 31G1 zn
+
1
6n
Gn[z(3)n &3(Ip 920) zn]+
1
n - n
Pn(zn)
and
- n(u~ *(x )&u)=G 1zn+
1
2 - n
G 2(z(2)n &920)&
1
2n
G 2 92131G 1zn
+
1
6n
G 3[z(3)n &3(Ip 920) zn]+
1
n - n
P n(zn), (5.2)
where P n(zn) is defined as Pn(zn) with G k for Gk . We have noticed that
G1=G 1 and G2=G 2 for g(x ) to be third-order efficient. In this case, we
have
- n(g~ *(x )&u~ *(x ))=- n(x~ *(x )&u)&- n(x~ *(x )&u)
=
1
6n
(G3&G 3)[z(3)n &3(Ip 920) zn]+
1
n - n
Qn(zn),
(5.3)
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where Qn(zn)=Pn(zn)&P n(zn) is bounded in probability and a finite
polynomial of zn (with coefficients smooth in u # U0) because so are Pn(zn)
and P n(zn). As deduced from (4.5), the second-order bias-adjustment leads
to
E%(u)[- n(g~ *(x )&u~ *(x ))]=O \ 1n2 - n+ , (5.4)
which is not merely formal but valid.
From (5.3) and (5.4), one can show
E%(u)[ei t$ - n(u~ *(u )&u) - n(g~ *(x )&u~ *(x ))]=O \ 1n2 - n+ (5.5)
and
E%(u)[ei t$ - n(u~ *(x )&u) - n(g~ *(x )&u~ *(x )) - n(g~ *(x )&u~ *(x ))$]
=
1
6n2
(G3&G 3) 9 (3)11 (G3&G 3)$ } e
&t$i
u
&1t2+O \ 1n2 - n+ . (5.6)
The Appendix gives the flow of the proof of (5.5). The full proofs of these
consequences and (5.9) are given in Kano (1995).
It follows that
E%(u)[ei t$ - n(g~ *(x )&u)]
=E%(u)[ei t$ - n(u~ *(x )&u) } ei t$ - n(g~ *(x )&x~ *(x ))]
=E%(u) _ei t$ - n(u~ *(x )&u) {1+ 12! (i t$ - n(g~ *(x )&u~ *(x )))2+Rn =&
+O \ 1n2 - n+ (by (5.5))
=E%(u)[ei t$ - n(u~ *(x )&u)]
+
1
12n2
(i t)$ (G3&G 3) 9 (3)11 (G3&G 3)$ (i t) } e
&t$i
u
&1t2
+O \ 1n2 - n+ (by (5.6)), (5.7)
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where Rn is the reminder term of the expansion above, and we have used
|E%(u)[ei t$ - n(n~ *(x )&u)Rn]|E%(u)[|Rn |]
E%(u)[|t$ - n(g~ *(x )&u~ *(x ))| 23!]
=O \ 1n3+ (5.8)
in view of (5.3). As a result of (5.7), the difference in the concentration
probability between - n(g~ *(x )&u) and - n(u~ *(x )&u) based on the
Edgeworth expansions appears in the n&2 terms, which result from the
second term of the RHS of (5.7). Thus, for each u # U0 , the probability that
- n(g~ *(x )&u) be in the convex region C can be expressed in the form:
P%(u)[- n(g*(x )&u) # C]
=P%(u)[- n (u^*(x )&u) # C]&
1
n2
22u^, g, C+o \ 1n2+
uniformly in C, where
22u^, g, C=
1
12
vec(G3&G 3)$
_\9 (3)11 |C [iu &iuxx$iu ] Nq(x | 0, i &1u ) dx+ vec(G3&G 3).
(5.9)
The vec-operator vec(A) for an a1_a2 matrix A denotes an a1a2 -vector
obtained by stacking a2 column vectors of A in order, see Henderson and
Searle (1981) and Magnus and Neudecker (1988) for its properties. The
expression (5.9) is obtained by making the inverse Fourier transform of the
second term in (5.7).
It is known that the matrix of the integrals
|
C
[iu &iuxx$iu ] Nq(x | 0, i &1u ) dx
is positive definite, provided that C is of positive Lebesgue measure and
convex, symmetric about the origin. See Pfanzagl (1985, Lemma 13.2.4) for
a proof. Thus, 22u^, g, C is nonnegative, and 2
2
u^, g, C=0 if and only if G3=G 3 .
The proof of Theorem 1 is complete.
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Proof of Theorem 2. Theorem 2 can be proved in the same manner. The
reader should note that
- n(g(x )&u^**(x ))=- n(g*(x )&u^*(x ))
(so that the corresponding approximate statistics are the same) and that
the same derivation in (5.7) holds even though u~ *(x ) is replaced with
u~ **(x ) in ei t$ - n(u~ )*(x )&u). Q.E.D
APPENDIX
Here we give a condensed proof of (5.5). See Kano (1995) for the full
detailed proof.
Kano (1997, Lemma 3.3) showed that for any k # N, there exists a
q_qpk&1 matrix-valued smooth function Bk=Bk(u) defined on U0 such
that G k=Bk(3 $1 Lpk&1) Np(k) for any u # U0 . The third-order efficiency,
i.e., G2=G 2 , imposes a restriction on G3 :
(G3&G 3)(91131 Ip2)=(G3&G 3)(Ip 91131 Ip)
=(G3&G 3)(Ip2 91131)
=0.
In particular, (G3&G 3) 9 (3)11 G $3=0.
Let
,1=,1(u, t)=E%(u)[- n(g~ *(u )&u~ *(x )) ei t$ - n(u~ *(x )&u)]
and
,2=,2(u, t)=E%(u)[- n(g~ *(u )&u~ *(x )) ei t$ - n(u~ *(x )&u)z$n],
where (u, t) # U0_Rq. Differentiating ,i ’s by t$, we have the following
partial differential equations (PDE):
d,i
dt$
=&[(t$i &1u ),i]+Ci (u, t) (i=1, 2), (A.1)
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where
C1(u, t)=
i
- n
d,1
du$
i &1u +
i
2 - n
,1(B2 vec(91131)&G 2920)$
&
1
2 - n
(t$,2) B$2+
d,2
du$
B$2+O \ 1n2 - n+ (A.2a)
and
C2(u, t)=
i
- n
d,2
du$
(i&1u Ip)+i,1 vec(911 G 1)$+O \ 1n2+ . (A.2b)
If Ci (u, t)’s were regarded as unrelated to ,i ’s, the PDE (A.1) could
be solved in a closed form; Let tk=[t1 , ..., tk , 0, ..., 0]$, C1(u, t)=
[c (1)1 (u, t), ..., c
(1)
q (u, t)] and C2(u, t)=[C
(2)
1 (u, t), ..., C
(2)
q (u, t)]. Then, using
E%(u)[- n(g~ *(x )&u~ *(x ))]=O(1n2 - n) and E%(u)[- n(g~ *(x )&u~ *(x )) z$n]
=O(1n2), we have
,1=e&t$iu
&1t2 {E%(u)[- n(g~ *(x )&u~ *(x ))]+ :
q
k=1
|
tk
0
c (1)k (u, tk) e
t$kiu
&1tk2 dtk=
=e&t$iu
&1t2 :
q
k=1
|
tk
0
c (1)k (u, tk) e
t$k iu
&1tk 2 dtk+O \ 1n2 - n+ (A.3a)
and
,2=e&t$iu
&1t2 {E%(u)[- n(g~ *(x )&u~ *(x )) z$n]
+ :
q
k=1
|
tk
0
C (2)k (u, tk) e
t$k iu
&1tk 2 dtk=
=e&t$iu
&1t2 :
q
k=1
|
tk
0
C (2)k (u, tk) e
t$k iu
&1 tk2 dtk+O \ 1n2+ . (A.3b)
Expand ,1 and ,2 as ,1=(1n) A1+(1n - n) A2+(1n2) A3+O(1n2 - n)
and ,2=(1n) B1+(1n - n) B2+O(1n2). It suffices to show A1=A2=A3
=0 for each (u, t). We first note that
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|
tk
0
,1 dtk=O \1n+ , |
tk
0
d,1
du$
dtk=O \1n+; (A.4a)
|
tk
0
(t$,2) dtk=O \1n+ , |
tk
0
d,2
du$
dtk=O \1n+ (A.4b)
(k=1, ..., q) uniformly in (u, t) in any compact set of U0 _Rq.
It follows from (A.2a) and (A.4) that  tk0 C1(u, t) dtk=O(1n - n)
(k=1, ..., q) uniformly in (u, t) in any compact set of U0_Rq containing
(u0 , 0), so that  tk0 c
(1)
k (u, tk) dtk=O(1n - n), which leads to ,1=
O(1n - n) in view of (A.3a). As a result, A1 equals 0 and hence,
|
tk
0
,1 dtk=O \ 1n - n+ , |
tk
0
d,1
du$
dtk=O \ 1n - n+ (A.5)
uniformly in (u, t) in any compact set of U0_Rq. Substitution of (A.4b)
and (A.5) into (A.2b) shows tk0 C2(u, t) dtk=O(1n - n) (k=1, ..., q)
uniformly in (u, t) in any compact set of U0 _Rq containing (u0 , 0), so that
tk0 C
(2)
k (u, tk) dtk=O(1n - n), which leads to ,2=O(1n - n) in view of
(A.3b). As a result, B1 equals 0.
Thus, it is seen that starting ,i=O(1n), we get A1=B1=0 and
,i=O(1n - n). Repeating this process, we have A2=B2=0 and ,i=
O(1n2). Then, we get A3=0 and ,1=O(1n2 - n). The proof is complete.
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